**LIGHT ROAST COFFEE**
- **Breakfast Blend** - Has a rich taste and medium acidity
- **Donut House** - It's the easy-going, bold, dependable cup you enjoy every day
- **Our Blend** - Mild, smooth and aromatic blend

**MEDIUM ROAST COFFEE**
- **Caribou Blend** - A balance of bittersweet chocolate, earthy and fruity flavors
- **Colombian** - Vibrant and complex with a splash of ripe fruit
- **Donut Shop** - Sweet, full-bodied all-American classic
- **Kenyan** - Fruity blackberry aroma with a sparkling finish
- **Newman's Special Blend** - A blend of medium and dark roasts
- **Regular Variety** - Breakfast Blend, Vermont Country, Dark Magic, & French Roast
- **Sumatran Reserve** - Exotically lush, sweet and heavy-bodied
- **Vermont Country Blend** - Sweet, rich and aromatic, with a pleasant finish

**DARK ROAST COFFEE**
- **Black Tiger** - Explore the dark side with this full-bodied, earthy coffee
- **Dark Magic** - Crafted for sweet and intense espresso
- **Donut House** - It's the easy-going, bold, dependable cup you enjoy every day
- **Double Black Diamond** - A heavy-bodied coffee with a dark and toasty flavor
- **Extra Bold Variety** - Kenyan, Double Black Diamond, Dark Magic & Colombian
- **French Roast** - A dark, deep roasted flavor and smokiness
- **Italian Roast** - Rich, robust, and powerful with a long finish
- **Jet Fuel** - Full-bodied XX bold coffee packs a punch
- **Lake & Lodge** - A smooth, West Coast style, dark-roast blend
- **Our Blend** - Mild, smooth and aromatic blend
- **Revv** - A straight shot of stimulation. Raw energy in its purest form

**LIGHT ROAST FLAVORED COFFEE**
- **Caramel Vanilla Cream** - Sweet, buttery caramel and brown sugar, with vanilla
- **Chocolate Glazed Donut** - A fresh chocolate donut, topped with a sweet, sugar glaze
- **Cinnamon Roll** - The flavor and aroma of sweet, fresh-baked cinnamon rolls
- **Flavored Variety** - Caramel, French Van, Hazelnut & Wild Mtn Blueberry
- **French Vanilla** - Rich and smooth with the flavors of sweet vanilla cream
- **Hazelnut** - Buttery and sweet with the rich flavor of roasted nuts
- **Kahlua** - The delicious notes of rum, vanilla and caramel
- **Mocha Nut Fudge** - Chocolate with nuts and a ribbon of sweet caramel
- **Southern Pecan** - Buttery flavors of luscious nutty pecans
- **Wild Mountain Blueberry** - Sweet flavor of juicy sun-kissed blueberries

**MEDIUM ROAST FLAVORED COFFEE**
- **Butter Toffee** - Smooth, creamy taste with a touch of caramel toffee
- **Jamaica Me Crazy Coffee** - Infused with rich coconut and an island twist
- **Mudslide** - This coffee offers a decadent taste of rich, creamy chocolate
- **Sweet & Creamy Iced Coffee** - A full-bodied all-American classic, on ice

**STARBUCKS COFFEE**
- **Veranda Blend** - Lighter-bodied and mellow flavors (Light)
- **Pike Place Roast** - A satisfying cup that's rich in flavor yet balanced (Medium)
- **Caffé Verona** - A full-bodied blend of Latin American and Asia/Pacific coffees (Dark)

**DECAF COFFEE**
- **Breakfast Blend Decaf** - Has a rich taste and medium acidity (Light)
- **French Vanilla Decaf** - Rich and smooth with the flavors of sweet vanilla cream (Light)
- **Hazelnut Decaf** - Buttery and sweet with the rich flavor of roasted nuts (Light)
- **Donut Shop Decaf** - Sweet, full-bodied all-American classic (Medium)
- **Half-Caff** - This coffee has all the flavor, half the caffeine (Medium)
- **Vermont Country Blend Decaf** - Sweet, rich and aromatic, with a pleasant finish (Medium)
- **Dark Magic Decaf** - Crafted for sweet and intense espresso (Dark)
- **French Roast Decaf** - A dark, deep roasted flavor and smokiness (Dark)
- **Decaf Variety** - Newman's, Dark Magic, Breakfast Blend & Vermont Country

**PREMIUM COCOA**
- **Café Caramel** - Buttery rich. Silky smooth. Captivatingly caramelicious
- **Café Mocha** - A perfect pairing of chocolate and coffee for a rich and creamy experience
- **Café Vanilla** - A tantalizing cup of the world's favorite flavor
- **Chai Latté** - Flavors of black tea and exotic spices, smoothed by a splash of milk and sugar
- **Milk Chocolate Hot Cocoa** - Sophisticated, sweet cocoa at the touch of a button

**SEASONAL SELECTIONS**
- **Hot Apple Cider** - Hot Apple Cider made from real apples
- **Island Coconut** - A Spring time favorite Coffee with delicate coconut flavor
- **Pumpkin Spice** - A delicious coffee enhanced by the creamy pumpkin spice flavors of Autumn

**TEA SELECTIONS**
- **Bigelow Earl Grey Tea** - This delicately scented, aristocratic blend is an international favorite
- **Twinings Earl Grey Tea** - Black tea, scented with bergamot, a citrus fruit.
- **Bigelow English Breakfast Black Tea** - A full-bodied black tea from Java and Kenya
- **Twinings English Breakfast Tea** - A robust tea with Kenyan and Assam black teas
- **Green Tea** - A blend of authentic green tea and delicate Bai Mu Dan white tea
- **Green Tea Decaf** - The benefits of green tea without committing to the caffeine
- **India Spice Chai Tea** - Blended from premium teas combined with natural spices
- **Lemon Zinger Herbal Tea** - Dried whole lemons with hibiscus, rosehips, and lemon grass (Decaf)
- **Mandarin Orange Spice Herbal Tea** - Deliciously spicy and teeming with flavor (Decaf)
- **Pomegranate Green Tea** - Pomegranate is masterfully blended with delicate green tea

**KEURIG BREWERS**
- **B145** - Perfect for small offices and conference rooms $9.95 per month-rental $169.95 plus tax - purchase
- **B150** - Designed for offices in the small-to-medium range $15.95 per month-rental $279.95 plus tax - purchase
- **B150P** - Plumbed in for offices for small-to-medium range $19.95 per month-rental $369.95 plus tax - purchase
- **B3000SE** - Our premier model for your large office $29.95 per month-rental $979.95 plus tax - purchase

**PHONE:** 559-434-0965  **E-MAIL:** orders@valleycoffee.com  **WEB:** www.valleycoffee.com